Abstract. Lef 9(J€) denote the algebra of all bounded linear operators on a separable Hilbert space .l€. The If J e g(tr), J = J-r = "I', and [/ is a definitizable unitary operator in the Krein space (J€,(J-,.)*), one can define the spectra of non-negative and non-positive type of [/ and constructthespectralfunctionof I/ withthehelpof thefunction z* J(U*zI)(U-zI)-t,which belongs fo Ds(9Qe)) . For an arbitrary F e Do(-g(hf)) we define analogues of the spectra of non-negative and non-positive type of definitizable unitary operators in the same way. Multiplicity functions for these sets are defined with the help of an analogue of the spectral function.
Introduction
Let ,ff be a separable complex Hilbert space and let 9(tr) denote the algebra of all bounded linear operators on ,ff. For a Banach space X, let 90,*(X) denote the set of all functions z * Drrrcizi of a complex variable z with ci € X, where the sum is finite, 9s,@ :: %q-(C). The set of all 9(,tr)-valued functions meromorphic in the open unit disc D and holomorphic at 0 will be denoted by Mo(g@)). Throughout this paper, all functions F € Mo(g(tr) ) are tacitly assumed to be extrapolated to the exterior of the unit circle T such that F(z-l): -(F(z))., , e D. The set of all points z € C such that (the 1991 Mathematics Subject Classification: Primary 46F20; Secondary 30E05, 47456. doi: 10.5186/aasfm.1992.1727 extrapolated) F cannot be analytically continued in z F and denoted by o(F).
Let Ct,*@(tr)) be the class of all functions F the kernel Cr, CrQ,e) ':
(1 -r()- '(r( 4 + F,(O.) , is called the spectrum of € Mo(g(tr)) such that z€D, has exactly rc, n €. N6 :: N U {0}, negative squares, i.e. for any positive integer matrix ((Cr(r",zp) ar,*r)),,r:r,...,0 h..atmost rc negativeeigenvaluesandforat least one choice of le , z1r...tZkt ort. ..rr7 , it has exactly rc negative eigenvalues. These classes of operator functions were introduced by M. G. Krein and H. Langer in [16] . For basic results on these classes see [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [4] . Recall ("" * ,)("n, -z)-t d»(0), where S e 9(.tr) is self-adjoint and E is a positive operator measure in ,ff (see ".S. [g]). If .F e C{,-(-3(Jf)), th"n, as a consequence of a representation of tr. by means of a unitary operator in a Pontryagin space II^ (see [10] ), .F, can be written in the form (0.3) where g operator function F(r) -s(r)-, { lr'n ("n, + ,)("n, -z1-r d,»(e) + 0 G(')), € %0,*, s(r) > 0 if lzl: t, G € 90,*(91.tr)) and D is a positive measure (see [19] , Section 1.3). Simple examples show that not every of the form (0.3) belongs to one of the classes C{*(-Z1X)) , r : 0, 1, . . ..
The first objective of this note is to study the class of all operator functions F e Mo(9(.tr)) which admit a representation of the form (0.8) , wher e g e gs,oo and g is only assumed to be real on T, E is a positive operator measure and G e Os,oo(g(.tr)) (Section 2). We shall denote this class by Do(-g(#) ). gv definition, Do(-Y(tr)) contains the classes C{,-(-g(tr)) , o : 0, 1, . . .. In our study we shall largely make use of the fact that, by the well-known duality of spaces of locally holomorphic functions, for every function F e Mo(g(tr) ) there is a corresponding continuous linear mapping Tr of. the space of locally holomorphic functions on o (.F') in 9 (.tr) (see e.g. [14] , [z] For .F' e Do(-g("tr)) we define, analogously to the operator case, i.e. by extension of Tp, a so-called spectral function of F. Recall that, for a definitizable unitary operator U in a Krein space, there exists a maximal non-negative (maximal non-positive) U-invariant subspace ,,.//a (or ..,//-) [20] . The sets of (U) (or 9(,tr)-valued)function / definedonaset 9: A C e wedefine iji =T@a titttl ,: fQ"-')*), t, e 9. By gå,* (gå,*(g(.tr))) we denote the set of all functions 9 € 90,* (CI0,*(g(,tr)), see Introduction) such that g : 0.We shall say that I € 9o,* is of degree < .^f if Ck): »I-, cizi , ci € C. Let H(K) denote the space of locally holomorphic functions on the compact set K C C equipped with the usual topology (see [15] , Section 27.4).
Let on : äo be a countable subset of C \ T whose accumulation points belong to T. We denote by O(T U os,9(ff)) the linear space of all T e -?(He U oo), s(,tr)) (for these mappings we write f * T.f ) such that the following holds:
(i) For every point zo e oo, the restriction of 7 to the subspace ofall functions / € I/(T U oe) which are zero in some neighbourhood of (T U oe) \ {ro} has the form / -Dj=o A,f@)Qi where A, e 9(tr), u : 0,...,k.
(ii) ".f : (T.f)*, f e H(T gor).
We define a product of. T e O(TU og,9(.tr)) and g € f/(TUoo), g:0 by gT.f ::T.sf , f € I/(Tgor). Furthermore, for every function .F' € Mo(g(tr)) and every pair u, u € f (l u ao(F), .ff) , we define an analytic functional Tp(u,u) e If (T u 
where 7 is defined as in ( 1.1 We denote bv M{(g(X))t ffi:7,2,..., the set of all F e Mo(-g(tr)) with finite "o(f,) such that ( 1.9) for some rl € (0,1). We set Mr-(g(.tr))': Uä:, Uy(-f1X1).
The following proposition is well known [14] . 
"åe mapping (u,r,f) a tp (u,u) ./ is continuous with respect to the topology of C*+r(T,tr) x C*+l(T,#) * C-+t(T) . Hence this mapping can be extended to this space by continuity.
(ii) Fbr every q e 96,*, u,u € C*+r(T,tr), f € C-+l(T) we have
Proof. Assume that u, u e H(T,,tr) ard / € ä(T) are defined for lzl € Ql,n-'), where 7 is as in (1.9). Then we have
where, for € we may take e.g. the boundary of. {z , Lh + t) S lrl < z(rt + 1)-'i . On account of (1.9) there exists ar A e 9(tr) and a holomorphic 9(tr)-va)ued function Gt on {, , "t a lrl < t} such that (i) cl-+tl1z) : F(z) * -4 (see (1.8)),
(ii) the function Gl can be extended by continuity to a continuous function on {z : n < lzl < 1} (see e.g. [1a] ; proof of Satz 19). ln {z : 1. < lzl < q-1} there exists a function G" with similar properties. We set G(z) :: G;(z) if lrl e (n,1) and G(z) :: G"(z) if lzl e (1,,17-1). Now we easily find that
The integral along € of. the left-hand side of (1.12) is zero. By (1.12) and similar relations the right-hand side of (1.11) is equal to
Making use of the continuity of Gi and G" up to the unit circle, this integral can be expressed as an integral along the unit circle. This implies the continuity statement of (i). We can prove (ii) in a similar way. It follows from Proposition 1.2 that, for fixed u, u e C*+r (T, ff) , lp(u, u) is a distribution on T. For fixed / € C-+r(T) , (u,r) r-+ tp(u,u)./ is a sesquilinear form on C^*r(T,,tr) and we have tr(u,u).gf -tF(gu,u).f : te(u,9u).f , f ,g € C*+t(f).
The form (u,o), -. tp(u,u [','] , we denote by **((9, t., .1)) ( "-((9,1., .l)) ) the least upper bound ( S * ) of the dimensions of [.,.] -positive definite (ot [.,'] (ii) tp restricted to 7 is a positive measure, i.e. for every non-negative f € C-(T) witå supp f cl the operator tp.f is non-negative.
(iii) Tåere exists a 9o € C-(T), oo(eie) > 0 if "ie € j such that the form (u,, v),-t p (u, u). g s is non-negative semi-definit e.
(iv) "åe following two conditions axe satisfied for every r e ,2f : (a) liminf,lr ((F(reia; -.F'(r-t ""))r,r) > 0 for almost.u"ry "i0 e1.
(B) inf {((r(rerd) -F(r-rei\)r,t):eiq e 10,,r € (1 -6,1)} > -a for every closed subarc lo of 1 and sufficiently small6 > 0.
Proof. We prove the lemma for 1 I T. A similar reasoning applies if 7 : f .
Evidently, (i) implies (ii).
(ii) + (i): Assume that (ii) holds. Let g be an arbitrary non-negative function belonging to C*(T) x l/(o6 (.F,) ) with suppg C 7. Set rr,(u,u).s -Iii I,'" (t*, ?"n') -frr,(l'") ) u(""),ut""l) imply the assertion (iv).
Assume that (iv) holds and set g(z): Dl-ry glzt. Th"n Tr.f ig ) 0 for every / e 9o,*. Now, approximating the function fi-r, for arbitrary ) with 0 < lll ( e, by functions belonging to 9s,* we obtain from (2.3) ReK()) > 0 for l,\l < e . Then It is easy to see that the first term on the right side of this relation belongs to Cto(9(tr)) and that the second term is of the form ih(z), h e %fi,*(g(tr)). Hence Fu € Do(g(.tr)), and g is a definitizingfunction for Fy. (1.23) ). Since every g € Q can be written as g -q'?, q' e %s,oo, the form ?p (.,.) .q : Tp(q'.,,g'.) .1 has no more than rc-negative squares and the Hermitia^n symmetric'Toeplitz matrix (Dtq1gi-x-,)rf,o:o has no more than rc negative eigenvalues (see (1.22) , (1.23)).
We denote by C" the set of all vectors ("t,"!,. ..,"'l) Analogues of the functionals Tp ard ?r(',') with F as in Corollary 2.6 and dim,tr : 1 were studied in [13] in connection with models of cyclic self-adjoint operators in Pontryagin spaces.
2.2. Tlrre critical points. Let The first assertion of Lemma 2.7 is a consequence of Proposition 2.2. The second assertion can be proved similarly to [10] , Lemma 3.
2.3. The spectral function. Let F e Do(-"(.tr)). W" denote by A (.F.) the Boolean algebra of Borel subsets å of e such that a,<n(b n o(r)) n c(F) :9.
Here the first term is the boundary of the set å n o (.F,) with respect to the relative topology of o(.F,) (as a subset of C).
By B-(F, ,2f) we denote the linear space of all bounded Borel measurable ,ff -vahrcd functions / defined on the union of T n o (.F') and an open neighbourhood 116 of os(.F') (depending on "f ), llo nt -0, such that (i) U(r) : z e (T n o(,F')) U g" ) is contained in some finite-dimensional subspace of. .ff (depending on "f ).
(ii) There exist an open neighbourhood [Jr of. c(,F) in T (depending on /) and a C-function fi on llr such that / and fi coincide on !11 n a(,F,).
(iii) / is locally holomorphic on lln. Set B-(.F):: B-(4C).
For an arbitrary ä e A(F) we define a function *t e B*(F) as follows: We set rt6Q):1 if ze bnrTno(F') ar,d rt6Q):0 if ze (r no(tr')) \å. Further, f6 is equal to 1 in some neighbourhood of å fl "o(F) and equal to 0 in some neighbourhood of as(.F') \ å.
The functionals 7p and ?p (.,.) can be extended by continuity to B- (.F,) and B-(F, tr) , B*(F,tr) x B-(f), respectively. It is sufficient to verify this for functions fo e B*(F) *d uo,uo € B*(F,,ff) whichate zero on some neighbourhood of c(P) in T n o(r). Let 7s and 7 be open subsets of T \ c(r) such that 7o C 7,7 C T \.(]I) and /6, us a,rrd u0 are zero on (l n o(f)) \ 7o.
Let the functions f " e C* (T) x ä (os (.F.) ), u n, u. e C* (T, #), H (os(F),.tr),, n : lr2r. . ., with supports contained in 7 have the following properties:
(") f", un, un, fl : lr2r. . ., are uniformly bounded.
(b) U" {""(r) : z €. T} U {u"(z) : z e T} is contained in some finitedimensional subspace of. .ff.
(c) The sequences (f"), (""), (u^) Te.f and ?p(u,u) ./, respectively.
Repeating this procedure (transfinite induction) we define ?p./6 and Tr(uo,ro)./o (cf. [10] , p.727).
We now define Er(b) :: Tr.*.0, ä € A(.F), Er(u,u;b) :-Tr(r,r).Xu, u,u € B*(l7, -tr), b e l3 (.F' Proof. By the definition of the spectral function we supn rc+(X,,r,). Since, for every uru e 90,*(ff), Te(u, u) .Xn -Tp(x',/'u, X!'{.L -E r(xl/' u,, X',1' ,; G), the opposite inequality is also true.
Example 2.9. Let [.,'] , U and .F'y be as in Example 1.3 and assume, in addition, that (.tr,[-,.] ) ir aKreinspace, [.,.] : (G.,.) and U is definitizablein (tr, 1.,.] .., where E^ e Ct*e@» for some fixed rc ) 0, and eo € CIfi,*(g(tr)), then Corollary 3.2 applied to -8, gives some additional information on the sequences ("9(.F,")) and ("?«nl).
As an application of Corollary 3.2 we shall show in the following proposition that, for an arbitrary F e C{,*(g(tr)), the set oP(f)flT coincides with the set of generalized poles of negative type of .t., which were introduced in [19] . We recall the definition from [19] On the other hand, by the definition of ?p1"y(.,. (3.13) ), yield the desired conclusion.
